This **SLSC Module Addon** provides the ability to monitor and communicate with SLSC Module Prototype inside a SLSC Chassis. The Status Parameters are used to monitor and control specific parameter that define the status of the Addon.
What do you want to do?

Make a connection to the SLSC Mod Error Number

Connect to the SLSC Mod Error Number channel if you want to see the errors generated by the custom device that could not be reported through VeriStand. An error is reported as a code different than zero. A warning is reported a positive number. To understand this code, you must reference the Module’s user manual.

Make a connection to the SLSC Mod Loop Rate

Connect to the SLSC Mod Loop Rate channel if you want to measure the loop rate of the Asynchronous Loop Rate of the Module Addon. This value can be modified by writing to the SLSC Mod Update Rate

Make a connection to the SLSC Mod Update Rate

Write to the SLSC Mod Update Rate channel if you want to change the loop rate of the Asynchronous Loop Rate of the Module Addon. This value can be measured by reading the SLSC Mod Loop Rate